LogIQids Logical Reasoning Olympiad 2018-19
(Conducted by IIT-IIM Alumni)

Dear Parent,
The LogIQids Logical Reasoning Olympiad is scheduled to take place in our school on 27th November, 2018.
The exam will be a pen and paper exam and Grade 5 to Grade 8 students will have to mark the correct answer
in the OMR sheet. You could check out the sample OMR at the following link: bit.ly/2yZJzeH
Please note the roll number of the student will be shared by the LogIQids team in due course.
You could check out the detailed rules by visiting the following link post login:
https://www.logiqids.com/dashboard/test/rules/
Please note that every student has been provided personalized worksheets, topic notes and a sample paper
for practice. This material can be accessed by logging to your LogIQids account on www.logiqids.com. The
username and password had been emailed to you by the LogIQids team. You could search for an email from
support@logiqids.com. In case you are not able to locate the username and password, you could retrieve
the same from the link https://www.logiqids.com/forgot by using your email id or phone number.
These worksheets are specifically designed to help enhance the logical thinking in kids and focusses on
development of various important skill-sets like problem solving, analytical thinking, decision making etc.
We strongly recommend that each child solves all the worksheets provided to him or her by the LogIQids
team.
Post the exam each child will be provided a detailed result along with a certificate. Few select kids who do
well in stage 1, would be eligible for stage 2 of the exam.
Go through the User Guide to learn more about how to access your worksheets: bit.ly/2PyMKRD
In case you have any issues, please reach out to the LogIQids team on +91 - 8080809604/05 anytime between
10am to 7pm, Monday to Friday.
PS – This notice only concerns students who have enrolled for the LogIQids: Logical Reasoning Olympiad.
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